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“Reality provides us with facts so romantic that imagination itself could
add nothing to them.”
– Jules Verne, "Around the World in Eighty Days," published this day in 1873

CSBS Announces Winners of 2020 Graduate Banking Scholarships
The CSBS Education Foundation has awarded graduate school of banking scholarships to three
outstanding state regulators who have demonstrated excellence in their careers.
Zachery Ball of the Michigan Department of Insurance and Financial Services, Jesse Bruce of the
Louisiana Office of Financial Institutions and Brad Pesicka of the South Dakota Division of Banking
were selected as this year's recipients. Scholarship winners will receive up to $9,000 for attendance
at a graduate school of banking of their choice.
A runner-up scholarship is also awarded by the Graduate School of Banking in Colorado for

$1,460 per year of attendance to their school, up to $4,380 for three years. This scholarship is
awarded to Jennifer Mendoza of the Florida Office of Financial Regulation.
About the Competition
In 1972, the Board of Directors of CSBS authorized a program to reward outstanding and deserving
examiners who demonstrate excellence in their work by supporting their attendance at the graduate
banking or graduate trust school of their choice.
The program is designed to:
Encourage and assist qualified bank and trust examiners to prepare themselves for expanded
duties and responsibilities in their banking departments
Broaden the examiner’s understanding of banking or trust operations
Encourage excellence in bank and trust examination
Provide the opportunity for State Bank Supervisors to recognize their outstanding examiners
Raise the level of proficiency of state banking departments

CSBS will announce when the 2021 scholarships are open for applications later this year.
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Subscribe to CSBS news and updates
Keep up to date with the latest news on financial supervision, discover meaningful, data-driven
insights and more in our newsletters.
Every week, CSBS releases new content covering several issues, including community banking,
fintech oversight, the supervision of banks and nonbanks, and more.

Subscribe to our updates and personalize your experience by clicking this link.
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Subscribe to our podcast
Recently, CSBS launched a podcast called Simply Stated. Each episode focuses on a pressing
subject in the financial world, aiming to explain complex regulatory discussions and broad economic
data in a more approachable manner.

Several of these podcast discussions focus on community banks. Recently, we released a podcast
discussion with FDIC Chairman Jelena McWilliams and CSBS President and CEO John Ryan. Our
discussion focuses on the current state of community banking the US, focusing on what regulators
are learning from community bank research and in-person interviews.
Simply Stated is available on all your favorite platforms:
SoundCloud
iTunes
Stitcher
PocketCasts
PodBean
TuneIn
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